interiors family activities
explore

make

[ ]		 Look for a pet. What is the pet doing? Why?

[ ]		 Find the touching shapes. Use shapes
		 to tell a story about you or your family.

[ ]

How many times do you see the color yellow?

[ ] Can you find the stars? Tell the person you are 		
		 with something you know or remember about 		
		stars.
[ ] Can you find something that a doctor uses? 		
		 Who is using it? Why?
[ ] Do you see a mirror? Walk slowly around it. Do 		
		 you notice any changes?
[ ]		 Find a person who works here. Talk to them 		
		 if you have a question or something to share.
[ ] Find the touching table. Describe how the 			
		 items feel. What are they made of? How do you 		
		 think they are made?

learn
Kiln-glass (or Kilnforming) is glass formed in a kiln,
usually at temperatures between ~1250 – 1600°F.
[ ] What can you find that is made with 			
		kilnformed glass? How can you tell?

[ ]		 Use the touching shapes to make a 		
		 portrait of your pet.
[ ]		 Think about the questions on the 		
		 yellow wall and use words or pictures
		 to add your own voice.
Interested in further ways to explore, learn, and make?
Ask about our upcoming classes for children and families, or
visit bullseyeprojects.com.

visitor guide
• Touching harms the art. Only touch items
labeled “please touch”, handle objects gently,
and put objects back in their homes.
• Be aware of your surroundings. Please
respect other visitors by moving slowly and
carefully.
• Stay close to your family and friends.
Share your ideas and talk quietly about
your discoveries.
• Ask questions! Tells us what you think!
We love to share information about the
artwork and hear your ideas.

